Selecting an HRIS
Finding the Right HR System for Your Organization
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A Reality for Every Company

As workforces become more complex and legislation continues to change, companies are increasingly looking inwards to find competitive advantages. In this endeavor, the use of technology in talent management is essential.

Today, most companies use some form of HR system for payroll and HR record-keeping. However, top organizations are turning to human resource information systems (HRIS) for all of their HR needs. With an HRIS, companies can align HR strategy with business objectives to get the most out of their workforces and adapt quickly to market changes.

While HR systems have been around since the 1960s, their popularity has grown substantially in the last decade. Use of HR systems through traditional licensing or software as a service (SaaS) is now a reality for most companies. In particular, SaaS is making HRIS even more accessible in an uncertain global economy.

A Glimpse into the Past

HR systems first found their way into use in the 1960s by large companies looking to automate traditional HR functions. As part of mainframe-based payroll systems, they were expensive, required IT involvement and had limited functionality.

The advent of the personal computer in the 1980s brought companies into the electronic record-keeping era and made it possible for any size company to afford and manage HR software. In the 1990s, client server systems drove the market briefly but faded as people realized the future was the Internet. In the late 1990s, web-based systems took over the market.

Over time, HR systems began to evolve beyond basic automation of traditional HR functions. Some took on features to enhance their basic functions, while others emerged to specialize in certain areas.

Now, SaaS has become commonplace. This new model is not only empowering virtually all organizations to automate, it’s revolutionizing the HR industry.

Today’s HRIS

Research suggests that using a fully integrated HR system to streamline and improve overall operations can help companies become leaders in their respective industries.

According to a 2007 Aberdeen Group report, companies polled were two and a half times more likely to achieve best-in-class status, based on Aberdeen’s criteria, if they used a fully integrated system for talent management.
As administering HR grows more complex, it’s critical that companies have all of their HR data in a single, centralized repository. Because of this, use of HR systems is the industry standard.

Today’s best-in-class HRIS like Epicor HCM automate everything related to HR in a single web-based software system. They not only provide core HR functionality, they offer cutting-edge features that make HR more strategic and improve any company’s bottom line.

Who Does the Research?

Choosing the right HRIS for your organization is a challenging task requiring a budget, time commitment and buy-in from your executive staff.

Most companies do their own research into which HRIS would be right for them. While some companies only use HR or the executive team in the decision, a much more comprehensive approach uses all key personnel affected by the choice.

A common practice is to create a focus group made up of HR, executives, managers and IT. HR will be the primary users—they should ensure the system meets the company’s needs. Executives will typically give final approval. Managers should weigh in on whether they’ll be able to learn and use the system easily, while IT can comment on technical specifications, technology preferences and licensed or SaaS options.

Regardless of whom you involve in the system evaluation process, HR must own the decision and the success of the implementation.

The Right System for You

Your Needs

The most important step in any search for an HRIS is to establish your company’s needs. Every company is different and will want an appropriate HR system. It’s critical to define what the most important system features are for your HR team and for your company and make sure that the HRIS you license accommodates these needs.

These should include not only your current but future needs. You should account for growth to ensure you find a system that your company won’t outgrow.

Most companies want core functionality—employee information, compensation, workforce management, benefits administration, self-service and other HR functional areas. Companies hoping to use their HRIS more strategically will want advanced functionality such as training and development, succession planning, reporting and tailoring tools.

As you define your company’s needs, it’s a good idea to develop a checklist, which you can use when assessing different systems.
Basic Versus Extended Needs

Today’s HR system industry is analogous to the automobile industry, where every manufacturer offers the same basic functions in their vehicles—wheels, an engine, a steering wheel, doors, seating and other essential components.

Likewise, the majority of HR system vendors have responded to both competitive pressures and client needs to offer the same basic functionality in every HRIS.

As a result, there are many proven, well-established vendors offering time-tested products that meet the essential needs of most companies. What separates the systems in the market today are how they meet extended user-specific requirements—functional areas some companies need but others do not—and the services that the vendor provides.

Often companies may know what they want to do but not how an HRIS can help them do it. They may want to automate benefits enrollment, but they’re not familiar with the technologies that enable it—online forms, benefit statements, interfaces with benefit providers, etc. Looking at the various systems will answer some of these questions.

You may want to see which systems other companies your size and within your industry are using. Resources such as the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and the International Association for Human Resources Information Management (IHRIM) can help.

Good HRIS

Every good HRIS should cover core HR data:

- Core employee information—personal information, emergency contact information, etc.
- Job, pay and status information.
- Employee qualifications and competencies.
- Salary administration.
- Benefits administration.
- Absence tracking.
- Standard reporting.

Great HRIS

The great HR systems go beyond core HR data with cutting-edge features and functionality that make HR an integral part of your company’s strategy.

- Applicant tracking.
- Training and development administration.
- Succession planning.
- Self-service—applicant/employee/manager.
Knowledgeable and timely system support.
Flexible report-writing tools.
Front-end customization tools.
Intuitive user interface.
Integrated talent-management functionality.
Automated open enrollment.
Employee data history tracking.
Workflow and routing capabilities.

**Workflow Automation**

With a fully integrated HRIS, you can track, manage and analyze data for all your employees from applicant to retiree. By automating HR workflow, an HRIS enables you to do more in less time, freeing you up for other activities.

**Streamlining**

- Self-service—for applicants, employees and managers.
- Paperless routing and approval.
- Quick data-entry tasks.
- Alerts for date-based events.
- Tailoring tools—for users to customize the system.
- Electronic signatures.
- Much more.

**Self-Service**

The system can empower your employees and managers to do their own HR-related tasks and data entry, which takes much of the burden off HR’s shoulders.

With self-service, employees and managers can access information when they want or need it without seeking help from HR. They can also take an active role in their career planning by setting their own training and job goals.

**Advanced Reporting and Analysis**

Today’s HR systems aren’t just databases for tracking employee information—they’re advanced systems that enable you to manage and analyze all of your employee data.

An HRIS can put you in control of your workforce data with reporting tools that give you a complete picture of your company’s workforce and provide you with the data you need to participate in strategic planning.
You can evaluate trends, examine benefit programs, assess talent-management needs and plan and budget for the future:

- Analyze which benefit plans your employees use the most.
- Track turnover for each department.
- Monitor time off.
- Identify low and high performers more easily.

Most HRIS providers offer standard reports within the base system. It’s not unusual to see as few as 50 or as many as 300 standard reports in an HRIS, depending on the functionality the system offers.

It’s important that HR is able to get data out of the HRIS. A quality system should have a report writer that enables you to easily modify standard reports or create new reports on your own. You should also be able to easily export information to a common format such as Microsoft® Office.

While many vendors offer proprietary report writers that look good in a demonstration during the sales process, these report writers tend to fall short of user needs and expectations later on.

Industry-standard tools such as Crystal Reports® and Microsoft SQL Server® 2008 Report Builder come with many HR systems. These are good solutions you can use to create reports easily without relying on the vendor for training.

Talent Management

Today’s HR systems blend traditional HR functions with talent-management tools. With a complete picture of every employee and your entire workforce, you can develop a truly comprehensive talent-management strategy.

It’s important that an HR system blend functions like benefits administration, time and attendance, performance management and total compensation with training and development, needs assessment/succession planning and self-service.

Companies should be able to design customized performance-management programs that are completely online, paperless, efficient, comprehensive and easy to use.

Training and development should also come easier—setting up courses, enrolling employees, developing career paths and monitoring the total investment you’re making in employees.

A good HRIS will include self-service, which enables managers and employees to be active participants in training and development. With self-service, managers and employees can view job requirements and qualifications, make development plans and monitor training and development progress.

Customizations and Modifications

While you should obviously choose the system that works best for you, it’s important to realize that no system will meet 100 percent of your needs right out of the box.
A good vendor should share advice and best practices to help you maximize a system. However, there may be times when you need a customization to meet unique needs.

This is not uncommon. Many companies modify the HRIS they license, so it’s critical during the selection process to see whether you can customize the system to add new forms, tables and data elements.

HR should be able to make most of the required modifications through front-end tools. Creating new fields, formulas and calculations, for example, are easy customizations that you should be able to do on your own. Systems that are limited to providing unassigned user fields that users can activate or rename only will not likely meet your long-term needs.

More complex customizations may require assistance from either the vendor or your IT staff. Be sure you understand what skill set and training you’ll need for customizations, because this impacts the total cost of ownership.

The HR and Payroll Question

The debate between using a combined HR and payroll system or using one system solely for HR and interfacing to payroll is an old one.

In many organizations, HR is an administrative function while payroll is an accounting function. Regardless of how you structure your company, however, HR and payroll may share a handful of fields despite their very different needs.

A common argument says that integrated HR and payroll eliminates the need for an interface between two systems. HR departments are often led down this path only to find that the system they've licensed doesn't meet all of their HR needs. While they've eliminated the need for an interface between HR and payroll systems, they're forced to find other systems for their talent-acquisition, performance-management, training and development, and benefits-administration needs. In the end, they're managing multiple interfaces instead of one, and if payroll wants to change systems, they have to change as well.

Payroll service providers that offer an HR system argue that companies should get payroll and HR from a single vendor. However, a single vendor doesn’t mean a single database—these solutions are usually two databases, not one. This solution only guarantees “one throat to choke” when you have a problem. It also means you’re putting your faith in a company that doesn’t specialize in HR for your HR functionality and compliance.

HR and payroll departments tend to have different needs. Each department should choose the solution that best meets their needs. If you choose two systems from different providers, the interface should be affordable and effective.
Assessing Vendors

HR systems are not “disposable software.” In fact, most companies use their HR systems for five to ten years. When you license a system, you’re not simply choosing a piece of software; you’re choosing a vendor partner to help you achieve your goals over the next decade.

The vendor is an important piece of the puzzle when selecting an HRIS. You should consider the vendor’s commitment to the HR industry, time in business, reputation and track record for providing quality systems and services. It’s also good to evaluate the vendor’s experience with companies similar in size and in the same type of industry as yours. Commitment to the HR industry is critical—only companies knowledgeable in HR can design a system to satisfy your HR needs.

It’s also vital that development, sales, implementation and system services come through the same organization. If the vendor develops its own systems, you can hold the company accountable for upgrades and enhancements. Likewise, if the organization that developed the system is also the one servicing it—not a third party—you’re more likely to receive knowledgeable, efficient service and faster call-back on system-support questions.

You might consider discussing the implementation process with vendors prior to purchase. If your main contact at the vendor is the same person throughout the implementation, the vendor can tailor the system to your company much more easily and efficiently.

An upfront and candid discussion with vendors regarding implementation time before you license may also help. Most providers should have you up and running within a two-to-six-month time period depending on your needs and available resources.

Most good vendors provide periodic updates to their systems such as new releases and service packs. Ask vendors about the content of their last several updates or how they respond to changing regulatory requirements or government-reporting needs. You may want to ask upfront whether their new releases or service packs are included in the annual maintenance fee or require an additional fee.

Request client references from companies similar in size and in the same type of industry as yours. From the references you can glean what those companies’ satisfaction level is with the system and with the vendor’s sales and implementation process, support, and updates and enhancements.

Licensed, Hosted or SaaS

Today, HR systems can be a reality for any company because of their multiple purchase options, which include licensing, hosting or SaaS.

In a traditional license offering, the client is responsible for installing and maintaining the software. This option requires an investment of time, money and resources to house and maintain the system.
Remote hosting enables companies to license software and have the vendor manage it. Epicor, for example, will install the hardware and software at our secure co-location facility, maintain the system and provide secure access to your users along with operational and technical help.

For companies seeking the most accessible and affordable option, SaaS offers an HRIS without an upfront licensing fee or investment of time, money or resources to house and maintain the system.

With SaaS, you pay a monthly fee for access (a per-employee fee in Epicor’s case). A relatively recent development in the market, SaaS has made HR systems particularly accessible.

Final Things to Consider

Today, companies have a variety of HRIS solutions from which to choose. Finding the right system requires careful analysis and critical thinking.

Some final things to consider:

- System features most important to your company, now and in the future.
- Core functionality and advanced functionality.
- Completeness, breadth and depth of functionality covered in essential areas.
- What systems other companies similar to yours are using.
- How well you can customize the system to your needs.
- Whether the vendor can provide you with a solid ROI.
- Your comfort level with the vendor.
- What internal staff you will need to support the system.
- Type of purchasing option: licensed, hosted or SaaS.

In the end, it’s important to include your managers, executives, IT people and HR professionals in the loop so they understand how the HRIS will benefit your company overall and how you will implement it.

It’s a difficult decision. To help you, we’ve included several checklists on the following pages.

Good System Checklist

- Personal information including basic contact information, demographic data, dependents, military history and emergency contacts.
- Benefits administration including unlimited plans, online open enrollment, premium calculations, eligibility, benefits statements and cost summaries, HIPAA certificates, COBRA tracking and carrier information.
• Compensation including base pay, other pay, planning tools and pay grades.
• Absence accruals, time-off requests, paid time off and FMLA.
• Unlimited employee history of jobs or positions, status and location.
• Performance-review administration and management.
• Employee development—qualifications, competencies and certifications.
• Illness and injury, incidents and lost/restricted time for OSHA administration.
• Automated routing, approvals, alerts and notifications of proposed actions.
• Functional standard reports, signature-ready government compliance reports, HR metrics and an easy-to-use report writer for ad hoc/custom reporting.
• Integration with other applications, such as Microsoft Outlook® and Office.
• Audit utility to monitor data changes.

The following items should be available as either part of the base system or as an add-on module:
• Employee and manager self-service.
• Recruitment and applicant management.
• Training administration.
• Budgeting and position control.
• Career and succession planning.
• Salary-survey analysis.
• Electronic timesheets.
• Organizational charts.

**Overall/HR**

• Is standard, scalable, stable, easy to implement and maintain.
• Is user-friendly, customizable, feature—and function-rich.
• Facilitates departmental communication—enables departments to compare with each other and compare with industry as a whole.
• Aligns HR programs with corporate goals.
• Reduces paperwork, streamlines processes.
• Enables better identification of high and low performers.

**Managers**

• Enables better identification of high and low performers.
• Increases workflow efficiency (online).
• Facilitates consistent communication from one locale.
• Includes salary-plan budgeting to adhere to staffing budgets.

Employees

• Provides convenient access to data.
• Enables update/change of data.

Executives

• Provides assistance with Sarbanes-Oxley compliance.
• Is backed by SAS 70 Type II, SysTrust and E.U. Safe Harbor certifications, as appropriate.
• Supports corporate goals and objectives.
• Empowers managers with salary-plan budgeting to ensure compliance with budgets.
• Enables gauging of HR programs and processes.
• Has low total cost of ownership and provides high return on investment.

IT

• Is entirely web-native.
• Incorporates standard technology for easy integration with financial, payroll and other systems.
• Has undergone security testing.
• Upgrades easily—no overwriting customizations.
• Is scalable.
• Works globally.
• Incorporates total-system language translation.

Vendor Profile Checklist

• Number of years in business.
• Main business focus (i.e., HR only, payroll, enterprise systems).
• Number of key staff members with prior HR experience and their roles within the organization.
• Avenues for selling the HRIS (i.e., internal or outsourced).
• Avenues for service support (i.e., internal or outsourced).
• Typical length of implementation.
• Number of full-time staff involved exclusively in development, support services, marketing, sales and corporate administration.
• Avenue for handling hot-line support calls and typical response times.
• Business partners and how they enhance the vendor’s offerings.
• Technology operating environment (i.e., Microsoft, Oracle, IBM/DB2, etcetera).
• Scope of clients the vendor serves.
  • Type and size of clients.
  • Client base by industry sector.
  • Number of clients that have licensed the system and how many of those clients are still active.
  • Number of new clients acquired in the past 2 years.
  • Number of clients on active maintenance plans.
  • Reasons for losing clients.

The Next Step

Epicor developed this white paper to help you select an HRIS. The contents of this document derive from Epicor’s own creative efforts as well as research from a number of existing published sources. It is intended as an overview of the topic and not a step-by-step instruction manual.

Epicor encourages individuals interested in pursuing this topic further to take advantage of information available from the Internet and other sources, including SHRM (www.shrm.org) and IHRIM (www.ihrim.org).

As a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, we build our systems on industry-standard, aligns with your IT department’s strategic direction and integrates well with other critical business applications.

Our HRIS automates virtually everything related to HR in a single software system. In an easy-to-use web interface, Epicor HCM enables you to track, manage and analyze data for all your employees, from applicant to retiree.

Through automated workflow, you improve your efficiency and have time for other duties. With powerful reporting tools, you obtain a complete picture of your company’s workforce for better strategic planning.
About Epicor

Epicor Software (NASDAQ: EPIC) is a global leader delivering business software solutions to the manufacturing, distribution, retail, hospitality and services industries. With 20,000 customers in over 150 countries, Epicor provides integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), supply chain management (SCM) and enterprise retail software solutions that enable companies to drive increased efficiency and improve profitability. Founded in 1984, Epicor celebrates 25 years of technology innovation delivering business solutions that provide the scalability and flexibility businesses need to build competitive advantage. Epicor provides a comprehensive range of services with a single point of accountability that promotes rapid return on investment and low total cost of ownership, whether operating business on a local, regional or global scale. The Company’s worldwide headquarters are located in Irvine, California with offices and affiliates around the world. For more information, visit www.epicor.com.

Disclaimer

This document is for informational purposes only and is subject to change without notice. This document and its contents, including the viewpoints, dates and functional content expressed herein are believed to be accurate as of its date of publication, August 2011. However, Epicor Software Corporation makes no guarantee, representations or warranties with regard to the enclosed information and specifically disclaims any applicable implied warranties, such as fitness for a particular purpose, merchantability, satisfactory quality or reasonable skill and care. The usage of any Epicor software shall be pursuant to an Epicor end user license agreement and the performance of any consulting services by Epicor personnel shall be pursuant to Epicor’s standard services terms and conditions. Epicor® is a registered trademark and/or trademark of Epicor Software Corporation in the United States, certain other countries and/or the EU. Spectrum and iVantage are registered trademarks and trademarks of Spectrum Human Resource Systems Corporation, an Epicor subsidiary. All other trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. Copyright © Epicor Software Corporation 2011. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without the prior written consent of Epicor Software Corporation.

For more information, contact Epicor Software Corporation: info@epicor.com or www.epicor.com.